Towards a framework for treatment effectiveness in schizophrenia

Introduction: Prompt administration of antipsychotic treatment that is adhered to is essential for the optimal treatment of schizophrenia. Many patients have benefited from the advent of second-generation antipsychotics, which can offer good symptomatic control with reduced incidence of extrapyramidal symptoms, although with higher risk of metabolic side effects. It is unsurprising that accounts as to whether first- and second-generation antipsychotics differ in their efficacy vary, since treatment effectiveness is a broad notion and difficult to define.

Objectives: Numerous factors may be used to gauge treatment effectiveness and, while it has largely been defined in terms of improvements in four domains (symptoms of disease, treatment burden, disease burden, and health and wellness), the real-world clinical utility of this consensus is unclear. Therefore, this article aims to provide a framework that can aid psychiatrists in making assessments about treatment effectiveness.

Methods and results: A panel of 12 psychiatrists and psychopharmacologists convened to develop and propose an accessible and globally-applicable framework for assessing the effectiveness of antipsychotic treatments in patients with schizophrenia. Following presentation of a preliminary proposal to a wider group of psychiatrists from across Europe, it was refined into a framework comprising five domains: symptomatic remission and retention of treatment; affective symptoms; cognitive functioning; treatment satisfaction; and personal and social functioning – each of which is discussed in this article.

Conclusions: This article provides a framework that can aid psychiatrists in making assessments about treatment effectiveness. It is anticipated that the framework outlined here may contribute to improving clinical practice through the promotion of a patient-centered approach to the assessment of treatment effectiveness, using five specified domains, in patients with schizophrenia.
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European First Episode Schizophrenia Trial (EUFEST) and Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) have demonstrated significant differences in all-cause discontinuation between antipsychotics.\(^{11,12}\)

In clinical practice, psychiatrists are faced with the challenge of selecting the most appropriate treatment strategy for their patient. Since effectiveness is a broad holistic notion, it is difficult to define precisely; consequently, numerous factors can be used to gauge treatment effectiveness over the short and long term. Nevertheless, psychiatrists must consider the relevance of each of these factors in assessing effectiveness in specific patient populations, since those factors considered appropriate for patients during the acute phase\(^{13}\) may be less suitable when applied to stable or chronic patients.\(^{14}\) A solution to clinical heterogeneity is to “stage” the longitudinal trajectories in order to optimize treatment.\(^{15}\)

A variety of indirect measures of effectiveness has been used in recent naturalistic observational studies (Table 1). Treatment retention, or time to discontinuation, is one of the more commonly used measures of effectiveness in large-scale studies, such as CATIE and EUFEST,\(^ {11,12,16}\) where it is necessary to include a single quantifiable endpoint for the duration of the study. However, psychiatrists should aim to change an ineffective therapy proactively (for example, due to insufficient/inadequate symptom control or lack of patient acceptance) for one they believe will be more effective, before treatment discontinuation. Thus, treatment discontinuation as a measure of effectiveness is of limited value in clinical practice. As such, a more comprehensive and continuous measure, encompassing numerous domains that can be observed throughout the treatment course, is needed to help identify issues that may lead to relapse or discontinuation prior to their occurrence. Measures of effectiveness used in these trials also fail to account for the factors that patients often use to describe how effective they believe their treatment to be, such as more energy and motivation for personal and occupational activities. Furthermore, as patients respond to therapy and become capable of taking on more responsibilities in their daily lives, additional stressors may lead to a reemergence of symptoms and apparent ineffectiveness of their treatment. Thus, in order to refine the assessment of treatment effectiveness in everyday clinical practice, a patient-centered approach focused on real-world outcomes should be considered.

Clinical studies that have investigated predictors of treatment discontinuation are informative, given the importance of treatment retention and the need to take steps to avoid discontinuation before it happens. In a study of first-episode patients by Perkins et al\(^ {13}\) poor treatment response (\(P<0.001\)) and low medication adherence (\(P=0.02\)) were independent predictors of discontinuation against medical advice. Ongoing substance abuse, ongoing depression, and treatment response failure significantly predicted poor medication adherence (\(P<0.01\)). Higher cognitive performance at baseline was also associated with lower medication adherence (\(P<0.05\)). Therefore, it is crucial to try to identify such modifiable predictors when present and address them where possible.

Guidance for practicing psychiatrists regarding the assessment of treatment effectiveness in their patients has been somewhat limited thus far. Effectiveness has been defined as improvements in four domains: symptoms of disease (measured using symptom scales); treatment burden (measured using adverse event scales); disease burden (assessed by interview with patients and families); and health and wellness (measured using quality-of-life scales). However, the real-world clinical utility of this consensus is unclear.\(^ {24}\)

In an attempt to provide a framework that can inform psychiatrists of the effectiveness of a particular treatment in their patients, a panel of European experts convened to discuss and develop a consensus on key measures of effectiveness that should be monitored in patients with schizophrenia receiving antipsychotic treatment. This manuscript summarizes these measures and explains the rationale for their inclusion. The aim was not to propose a formally validated guideline, but rather to provide a framework that can inform psychiatrists of the effectiveness of a particular treatment in their patients and assist them in their everyday clinical practice.

Table 1 Primary endpoints from large pragmatic studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Primary endpoint</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOHO</td>
<td>CGI, quality of life, social functioning</td>
<td>Dossenbach et al(^ {17}) Haro et al(^ {18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuTlass</td>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td>Jones et al(^ {19}) Lewis et al(^ {20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUFEST</td>
<td>Loss of retention (time to discontinuation)</td>
<td>Kahn et al(^ {11})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>CGI improvement</td>
<td>Tandon et al(^ {21})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATIE</td>
<td>All cause discontinuation</td>
<td>Lieberman et al(^ {22}) Stroup et al(^ {26})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFE</td>
<td>All cause discontinuation</td>
<td>McEvoy et al(^ {22})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BETA, Broad Effectiveness Trial with Aripiprazole; CAFE, Comparison of Atypicals in First Episode Psychosis; CATIE, Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness; CGI, Clinical Global Impression; CuTlass, Cost Utility of the Latest Antipsychotic Drugs in Schizophrenia Study; EUFEST, European First Episode Schizophrenia Trial; SOHO, Schizophrenia Outpatient Health Outcome.
Development of the framework for assessing treatment effectiveness

There is currently a need for a concise and pragmatic framework with which to assess antipsychotic effectiveness. To address this unmet need, a panel of 12 European psychiatrists and psychopharmacologists (including the authors of this paper), with extensive experience of treating patients with schizophrenia and an interest in aspects of treatment effectiveness, convened to propose a framework for assessing the effectiveness of antipsychotic treatments in patients with schizophrenia. As well as considering the available clinical evidence, the panel discussed domains that could potentially be used to assess effectiveness in clinical practice. In addition to symptomatic remission and retention in treatment, ten domains were initially proposed. The panel also discussed available methodologies for the measurement of effectiveness of antipsychotic medication in patients with schizophrenia. Scales for measuring effectiveness were then selected for inclusion in the framework on the basis of their specificity for the domain, clinical relevance, and ease of use for everyday clinical practice. The merits of each of the constituent domains and associated scales were further discussed and refined by the panel. The five most relevant domains were included in the framework of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia. Subsequently, this framework was presented at a forum of 149 European psychiatrists involved in the everyday treatment and management of patients with schizophrenia. Each attendee rated the domains in terms of their importance in defining effectiveness, and rated the proposed scales for their usefulness in assessing effectiveness in clinical practice. Based on the feedback from attendees, the constituent domains of the framework and the recommended scales by which to assess them were finalized to generate an easy-to-use and globally-applicable framework of treatment effectiveness. This initiative, including all the clinician meetings at which the domains were developed and refined, was supported by Janssen. The rationale for inclusion of each of these five domains is discussed here along with supporting literature and the resultant recommendations for the framework.

Use of this framework

This framework has been proposed, based on the subjective opinions of the panel members, in an attempt to define better how to assess the effectiveness of antipsychotic medications in the treatment of schizophrenia, with a view to meeting the individual needs of psychiatrists and patients. Although the panel recognizes the need for an integrated treatment approach for patients, this framework was developed with a focus on treatment with antipsychotic medication. Therefore, the use of these proposals for other available treatments, such as psychosocial therapies, is at the discretion of the physician. The framework of treatment effectiveness should be applied to patients who continue to attend appointments and who have ongoing symptoms requiring treatment. The framework of effectiveness presented here should not be seen as an empirical tool or training guide. Furthermore, although the panel encourages an examination of all domains and a holistic approach to care, the data obtained from individual domains should not be summed to give a single numerical measure of effectiveness.

To gain greater insight into the impact of a given treatment strategy on the everyday lives of their patients, physicians should aim to increase the involvement of their patient’s family or caregiver in the assessment of treatment effectiveness.

Domains of the framework of treatment effectiveness for antipsychotic therapy in patients with schizophrenia

Therapeutic efficacy, defined as symptomatic remission and treatment retention, was selected as the core domain of the framework of treatment effectiveness, since it is a readily acknowledged and understood measure. However, the panel considered that, in order to assess the effectiveness of an antipsychotic therapy successfully, it is important to move beyond the common assessments of efficacy and include domains that may be overlooked in clinical practice. As such, the panel proposed and discussed ten domains that, in addition to symptomatic remission and retention in treatment, could be used to assess effectiveness in clinical practice:

1. Cognitive functioning
2. Personal and social functioning
3. Engagement in treatment
4. Treatment satisfaction
5. Quality of life
6. Affective symptoms
7. Well-being
8. Hospitalization
9. Relapse
10. Tolerability.

Domains were selected for inclusion in the final framework if, based on the opinions and experience of the panel, they were clinically applicable, clearly defined, and measurable; additionally, some factors were also excluded if they were considered to represent a component of, or contribute
significantly to, other suggested domains. For example, the group believed tolerability to medication was adequately represented by treatment retention and treatment satisfaction, since patients would discontinue or report dissatisfaction with treatment associated with unacceptable side effects if their views were elicited. Relapse and hospitalization were considered for inclusion but ultimately excluded on the basis that they are both measures that occur too late in the treatment course. The framework was intended to enable the effectiveness of treatment to be monitored prior to relapse or hospitalization. For the final framework of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia, five domains were included:

1. Symptomatic remission and treatment retention
2. Affective symptoms
3. Cognitive functioning
4. Treatment satisfaction
5. Personal and social functioning.

The five domains were then presented to the wider group of 149 European psychiatrists who were asked to rate the inclusion of each domain as “essential”, “very important”, “desirable”, or “irrelevant” to the framework of effectiveness in schizophrenia (Table 2).

Having received feedback and endorsement from the wider group of European psychiatrists on the domains to be included in the framework of effectiveness, the panel considered the interrelationship of the domains to one another. The domains do not necessarily contribute equally or operate independently of one another (Figure 1). For example, it could logically be assumed that retention in treatment may influence symptomatic remission, cognitive functioning, and affective symptoms. Any improvement in each or all of these may benefit personal and social functioning, whereas greater treatment satisfaction may follow with prolonged retention in treatment.

**Symptomatic remission and retention in treatment**

The primary aim of antipsychotic treatment is to reduce positive and negative symptoms, and maintain periods of symptom control. There is an increasing body of literature that demonstrates that early efficacy of antipsychotic therapy is one of the few consistent predictors of later efficacy in patients with first-episode psychosis, as well as in patients with acute and chronic schizophrenia. Inadequate symptom control has also been reported to be the most common reason for early treatment discontinuation. Therefore, it is essential that symptomatic remission and retention of treatment forms the core domain of the framework of treatment effectiveness. There are numerous tools that have been developed to measure symptoms of schizophrenia and, therefore, determine symptom remission, such as the positive and negative syndrome scale (PANSS), and the brief psychiatric rating scale. However, the suitability of these scales for clinical practice, as opposed to a clinical trial setting, must be considered. For instance, clinic appointments are often time-restricted; consequently, lengthy assessments are not possible. Furthermore, although many of the scales could be used to assess symptoms adequately, most do not sufficiently capture all of the relevant factors of symptomatic remission, including positive and negative symptoms and their duration. Thus, the panel considered the criteria proposed by Andreasen et al for symptomatic remission, which utilizes PANSS, in order to provide greater clarity around treatment goals, as well as an improved framework for the design and comparison of investigational trials. In one study, the majority of patients with assured compliance with antipsychotic medication following a first-psychotic episode, in the form of long-acting injectable risperidone, achieved sustained remission, as defined by the Andreasen criteria, and maintained this for the length of the study.

Treatment with the long-acting injectable formulations of both olanzapine and aripiprazole have also been associated with significant improvements in PANSS total scores compared with placebo. Moreover, some trials have shown differences in the proportion of chronic patient populations achieving remission, as defined by the Andreasen criteria, with different antipsychotics. For example, in a 196-week study, patients treated with ziprasidone (80–160 mg/day given twice daily, or 80–120 mg/day given once daily) were...
more likely to achieve remission (51%) compared with those treated with haloperidol (5–20 mg/day) (40%; \( P = 0.04 \)).

**Recommendation for symptom remission**

The remission criteria proposed by Andreasen et al\(^30\) focuses on psychosis, defining treatment response, and having a set timeframe. The increasing use of these criteria, which is reflected in the volume of literature, indicates that they are an important and helpful tool in the field of psychiatry.\(^35\)

A score of \( \leq 3 \) (mild) for 6 consecutive months for all eight PANSS items (using the 1–7 range for each PANSS item) is representative of remission as proposed in the remission criteria from Andreasen et al.\(^30\) The individual PANSS items comprise (with the specific PANSS items shown in parentheses):

- Delusions (P1)
- Unusual thought content (G9)
- Hallucinatory behavior (P3)
- Conceptual disorganization (P2)
- Mannerisms/posturing (G5)
- Blunted affect (N1)
- Social withdrawal (N4)
- Lack of spontaneity (N6).

Although there is a lack of consensus in the literature as to how often assessment of symptomatic remission should be conducted,\(^36,37\) the panel believed this should be undertaken monthly.

Ensuring that patients continue to take their medication is an important issue for any physician treating patients with a chronic disease. The measurement of treatment retention in patients with schizophrenia can be challenging since it relies heavily on patients or their families informing their psychiatrist that they have discontinued treatment. In addition, physicians have to consider exactly which time scale and conditions differentiate treatment retention from treatment discontinuation.

**Recommendation for treatment retention**

The panel proposed that, as a practical measure, treatment retention should be considered over a period of approximately 12 months. Assessment by the treating psychiatrist and nursing staff should be maintained during regular sessions with patients; during the sessions, patients should be asked about their medication-taking behavior. Furthermore, any gaps in treatment should be recognized and considered in relation to the overall effectiveness of treatment according to this framework. The panel discussed and agreed that, based on their clinical experience, gaps in therapy of <4 weeks on less than four occasions in any 12-month period were considered acceptable for treatment retention.

**Affective symptoms**

The alleviation of affective symptoms, such as depression and anxiety, is recognized as one of the unmet clinical needs of schizophrenia. However, when assessing treatment effectiveness, many physicians may not always consider their impact on affective symptoms; therefore, there is need for increased clinical awareness regarding their routine measurement. Many scales can be used to assess affective symptoms, such as the Hamilton anxiety rating scale,\(^38,39\) Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale,\(^40\) PANSS subscale items, and Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia.\(^41\) Clinical data regarding the effect of treatment on affective symptoms are sparse compared with the available data on positive symptoms. However, some recent trials have demonstrated a positive correlation between treatment with SGAs and improved affective symptoms.\(^42–44\) In a study of 60 outpatients with chronic schizophrenia, there was no difference between amisulpride and olanzapine with regard to positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms. Nevertheless, patients treated with olanzapine had significantly lower scores on the PANSS subscale items for depression/anxiety compared with amisulpride (\( P < 0.05 \)).\(^42\) Treatment with paliperidone extended release also improved PANSS subscale scores for anxiety and depression compared with placebo (\( P < 0.001 \)); however, this trial was not sufficiently powered to draw conclusions based on individual PANSS factors.\(^44\) Improvements in PANSS depression cluster scores (PANSS subscale items G1 [somatic concern], G2 [anxiety], G3 [guilt feelings], and G6 [depression]) were observed in patients receiving quetiapine XR (600–800 mg), compared
with placebo (separation from placebo based on 95% confidence interval). 43

Recommendations for affective symptoms

The panel believed that treatment of affective symptoms in patients with schizophrenia should be given higher importance by physicians since improvements can bring significant improvement to patient quality of life. Assessment of affective symptoms should be performed monthly.

To assess affective symptoms, PANSS subscale items were selected since they are easy to use and are applicable in clinical practice. The panel considered a rating better than ‘mild’ (\( \geq 3 \)) for anxiety (G2) and depression (G6) was important when considering the impact of affective symptoms.

The use of the Calgary Depression Rating Scale may also be relevant, when a more detailed analysis of patient depression is required, since this assessment scale is based largely on patient questionnaires; however, the Calgary Depression Rating Scale does not cover anxiety so it cannot be used for assessment of all affective symptoms.

Cognitive functioning

Antipsychotics are known to be efficacious for the treatment of many of the symptoms associated with schizophrenia. However, few studies have demonstrated an effect of antipsychotics on the cognitive deficits associated with schizophrenia. In the CATIE study, a small but statistically significant improvement from baseline in neurocognition was observed after 2 months of antipsychotic treatment using olanzapine (\( P < 0.002 \)), perphenazine (\( P < 0.001 \)), quetiapine (\( P < 0.001 \)), risperidone (\( P < 0.001 \)), and, to a lesser extent, ziprasidone (\( P < 0.006 \)). At present, there is an absence of compelling data to indicate that SGAs are more effective than first-generation antipsychotics in ameliorating cognitive symptoms and, without a proven effective treatment, cognitive functioning is often overlooked in clinical practice. This is further compounded by a lack of training and experience regarding the assessment of cognitive functioning, and the misconception that cognitive functioning is only of theoretical, rather than clinical, importance. Additionally, the available tools for assessment are largely inadequate in determining the efficacy of a treatment on cognitive functioning. 47 Symptom scales are not appropriate since data from EUFEST suggested that cognitive measures, including processing speed, motor dexterity, verbal memory, and cognitive flexibility, appear to be only weakly correlated with psychopathological dimensions. 47

The panel discussed a wide range of assessment scales that could be used for cognitive functioning, considering factors such as ease of use, time required to conduct them, training of personnel required, and clinical applicability. For instance, the short form of the University of California, San Diego, Performance-Based Skills Assessment (UPSA-B) was considered a reliable scale, particularly for the assessment of patients prior to discharge from hospital, but was viewed as too cumbersome for routine use in the clinic. Most discussion focused on the National Institute of Mental Health’s Measurement and Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia (MATRICS) Consensus Cognitive Battery and the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia scale.

Recommendation for cognitive function

The assessment of cognitive function should be performed using the simplest tool available. The majority of scales that assess cognitive functioning are applicable only to clinical trials and are unsuitable for routine clinical practice. The Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia scale was recommended as the most practicable scale for everyday use as it can be administered in less than 30 minutes with minimal extra time for scoring and minimal training demands. The panel recommended that cognitive functioning should be assessed annually.

Treatment satisfaction

Treatment satisfaction is a heterogeneous concept, and its influence on the assessment of effectiveness may only be marginal; however, a framework of effectiveness that fails to include an element of the patient’s own view (ie, satisfaction with treatment) would be incomplete. Many physicians associate treatment satisfaction with the efficacy and tolerability of a patient’s medication; nevertheless, many patients receive nonpharmacological interventions, such as psychosocial therapies, which may also influence treatment satisfaction and should be considered in the context of effectiveness. Moreover, antipsychotics produce some complex subjective effects beyond the reduction of clinical symptoms. There are numerous scales and questionnaires that can be used to assess a patient’s satisfaction with their treatment, including the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire, Verona Service Satisfaction Scale, Client Assessment of Treatment, Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire, Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication (TSQM), and the Medication Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ).

Recommendation for treatment satisfaction

The panel agreed that the MSQ is an appropriate tool to measure treatment satisfaction since it is quick and simple to
use and appears to be sensitive to treatment effects. The panel discussed the frequency of assessing treatment satisfaction and, based on their experience, considered monthly assessment of treatment satisfaction to be satisfactory.

- The MSQ is a one-item (‘Are you satisfied with your treatment?’) global patient-rated seven-point scale, ranging from extremely dissatisfied (1) to extremely satisfied (7).

**Personal and social functioning**
The effectiveness of a medication is often described in terms of its efficacy; for example, the effect of medication on positive symptoms is often rapid and relatively easily assessed. However, long-term effects of medication on social functioning and negative symptoms are now also considered essential to improving the quality of life in patients with schizophrenia. The EUFEST demonstrated improved Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scale scores from baseline with significant ($P=0.006$) differences between the antipsychotic treatment groups in first-episode patients. Further analysis of this study demonstrated that persistent negative symptoms were associated with a poor response to treatment and worse global functioning after 1 year of antipsychotic treatment. Social functioning in schizophrenia should be considered an integral component of the framework of effectiveness. Unfortunately, the routine formal assessment of social functioning in psychiatry is not optimal since psychiatrists’ assessment of social functioning is often determined subjectively during the clinical interview rather than in a systematic or consistent manner. This may be due to the difficulties associated with measuring social functioning by comparison with the relative ease of measuring symptomatology. The assessment of social functioning is essentially normative and can vary according to context and expectations. The definition of social functioning is also unclear, with a range of overlapping concepts frequently used, such as social disability, social exclusion/inclusion, quality of life, and needs assessments. Moreover, psychiatrists are not in agreement on what constitutes a direct measure, indirect measure, or risk factor for social functioning impairments. As a consequence, there is little consensus on the most appropriate method of measurement.

The panel discussed four scales for the measurement of personal and social functioning: the GAF scale; the Social and Occupational Functional Assessment Scale (SOFAS); the Social Inclusion Index scale; and the Personal and Social Performance (PSP) scale. More recently developed instruments, such as the Functional Remission of General Schizophrenia scale, had not been fully validated when producing the framework of treatment effectiveness and were, therefore, excluded from consideration by the panel. Clinically meaningful improvements in personal and social functioning have been shown in patients with different clinical features and courses of schizophrenia when achieving remission under the SGA treatment. Furthermore, EUFEST demonstrated significant differences in functioning of first-episode patients over time between treatment groups. Following discussion, the panel also excluded the GAF, SOFAS, and Social Inclusion Index scales based on clinical experience of their sensitivity and specificity in measuring personal and social functioning.

**Recommendations for personal and social functioning**
Formal assessment of psychosocial functioning should form a greater part of current psychiatric practice and, ideally, be measured by direct contact with the patient or be based on the report of a health care professional that, through longstanding/ongoing consultation, is sufficiently familiar with the patient. Verbal reports are largely used for the assessment of social skills; however, there is a large discrepancy between what patients say and what they actually do, as well as between the reports provided by patients and those of their caregivers or relatives. If possible, personal and social functioning should be assessed on a monthly basis. The panel believes that the PSP scale is the most appropriate scale to measure personal and social functioning in patients with schizophrenia in clinical practice.

The PSP scale is:

- A 100-point scale assessing four domains:
  1. Socially useful activities
  2. Personal and social relationships
  3. Self care
  4. Disturbing and aggressive behaviors
- Clinically validated in numerous countries and across different patients
- Independent of symptomatic improvements with regard to outcomes
- Quick to perform.

Psychotic symptoms are known to influence the level of functioning in patients with schizophrenia, yet it has been argued that symptoms and functioning should be measured separately as improvement in one measure does not guarantee improvement in the other. Most clinical trials assess symptom control and functioning in parallel. The GAF scale has been criticized for including symptoms as part of the total score, thus influencing the measurement of true functioning. The PSP scale was developed in order to overcome this limitation and has been validated in at least six languages. However,
it is well known that psychopathology, as measured with the PANSS, also has some impact on the PSP rating scale. In a study evaluating the reliability and validity of the PSP scale in measuring functioning, the scale was found to be moderately sensitive to illness severity. In particular, a significant negative correlation has been observed between the negative-symptom subscale of PANSS and the PSP total score. It is speculated that the negative symptoms of schizophrenia have a greater impact on social functioning than positive symptomatology, as they are likely to result in a greater decline in daily activities (eg, if a person suffers from loss of motivation, social functioning can be especially restricted). There is also a broad debate on the effect of psychopathology, particularly positive symptoms, on the PSP subdimension of “disturbing and aggressive behavior”. This subdimension was added following reliability studies due to the substantial impact of aggressive behavior on patients. However, it has been suggested that this PSP subdimension is mainly related to lack of judgment and insight rather than the strength of positive symptoms, per se.

Proposed framework

The proposals for the framework with which to assess treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia are summarized in Figure 2. Importantly, for clinical practice, all of the assessments proposed can be performed in approximately 1 hour (Table 3).

Limitations

This proposal for a framework for the assessment of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia was developed based on the panels’ own professional but subjective experiences and opinions. A systematic literature review or clinical research for the express purpose of developing this framework was not performed. As such, the extent of the panel’s collective experience with regard to treatment effectiveness is an acknowledged limitation of this work. The recommendations for the monthly assessments discussed in this manuscript are based upon the panel’s development of an ideal framework. However, the panel recognizes that, during periods of remission or when it is not possible to make monthly assessments, evaluations may be less frequent. Furthermore, this framework has not been empirically tested regarding feasibility in real-world clinical settings. The potential impact on clinical outcomes is, therefore, unknown. However, the recommendations are intended to assist psychiatrists in their everyday clinical practice, to help inform them on the effectiveness of a particular treatment in their patients.

Figure 2 Recommended domains and scales that make up the framework to assess the effectiveness of antipsychotics in schizophrenia. For symptomatic remission, items in parentheses refer to the specific PANSS items.
**Table 3** Summary of proposed assessments to enhance the measurement of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Time required</th>
<th>Frequency of assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic remission</td>
<td>PANSS</td>
<td>8 items</td>
<td>16 minutes</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention in treatment</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective symptoms</td>
<td>PANSS</td>
<td>2 items</td>
<td>4 minutes</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive functioning</td>
<td>BACS</td>
<td>6 tests</td>
<td>35 minutes</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment satisfaction</td>
<td>MSQ</td>
<td>1 item</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal and social functioning</td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>4 domains</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BACS, Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia; MSQ, Medication Satisfaction Questionnaire; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSP, Personal and Social Performance.

**Conclusion**

Effectiveness in schizophrenia is poorly defined, with numerous different effectiveness outcomes utilized in clinical studies. To aid clinical practice, particularly in the assessment of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia, a concise and easy-to-use framework is required. European psychiatrists and psychopharmacologists convened to develop a proposal for the framework of treatment effectiveness in schizophrenia. This framework consists of five domains: 1) symptomatic remission and retention of treatment; 2) affective symptoms; 3) cognitive functioning; 4) treatment satisfaction; and 5) personal and social functioning. The aim of the proposal is to promote a patient-centered approach to the assessment of treatment effectiveness in patients with schizophrenia, and to provide clinically applicable scales for each domain that are appropriate for use in everyday practice.

It is anticipated that an increased awareness of the five domains presented here will improve clinical practice, especially following discharge of patients from hospital into the community setting; stimulate greater investigation into often overlooked aspects, such as cognitive functioning and affective symptoms; and promote development of better assessment tools that are designed for clinical rather than academic use.
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